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Message from the Vice Chancellor

I am happy that our University is bringing the first edition of its quarterly e-magazine 

"Campus Buzz"  which will be a reflection of the events and achievements of the Baba 

Ghulam Shah Badshah University. 

BGSB University, over the years, has emerged as the popular academic destination for the 

students and created its distinctive niche for academic pursuits in this hinterland. After 

achieving many milestones in recent years, it now looks forward to sustained future 

development to become the centre of excellence in academics and research. 

During the last year, the University initiated significant academic and administrative 

reforms in line with National Education Policy (NEP)-2020 to promote the goals of equity, 

access and excellence. National Education Policy 2020 is a revolutionary reform of the 21st  

century. BGSBU will be implementing NEP -2020 in its letter and spirit in a given timeline to 

achieve its desired outcomes.

BGSBU is committed to academic freedom, equality, cultural diversity, integrity, respect for 

others and sustainable development. We at BGSBU  believe in mutual respect and universal 

brotherhood and hope to build a vibrant ecosystem where ideas flourish to empower future 

generations. 

I am sure that this magazine will provide an important platform for the students, research 

scholars and faculty members to showcase their creativity and will become a must-read 

chronicle of happenings around us. 

I congratulate the editorial team for their initiative and wish them success.

Prof. Akbar Masood
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From the desk of editors

With immense delight and gratification, we present the first edition of 

e-Magazine of the University, “Campus Buzz”, which is an 

amalgamation of many milestones, accolades, accomplishments 

along with a blend of exclusive perception of the contributors who have 

contributed for this magazine and is going to assuredly unfold the 

unravelled world of Baba Ghulam Shah Badshah University. Keeping in 

view the vision and mission of the university, the university is designed 

with eco-friendly environment and ambience to kindle the 

teaching-learning process. 

“Campus Buzz” is a platform and not just a magazine, where the 

aptitudes, talents, achievements and vision of our university will be 

reflected. This is that precious platform, where the hard work and 

earnestness of the faculty and students portrays itself. This magazine in 

the future will try to act as a launch pad for the student’s creative 

impulses to blossom naturally. The Editorial board of university 

magazine is in the journey towards boundlessness and we have a firm 

belief that victory depends upon our power to observe, to witness and to 

discover. We are sure that the optimistic attitude, relentless efforts and 

pioneering ideas will bring excellence to this treasure trove.

In this issue, we have highlighted the administrative achievements, 

academic achievements, awards and distinctions of our revered 

teachers and students and few articles by our faculty and students. We 

take the opportunity to thank all the contributors as their contribution is 

the reason that makes this magazine endearing with our readers.

“All that we are is the result of what we have thought”      

- Buddha

Dr. Danish Iqbal Raina

Executive Editor

Dr. Shachi Sood

Er. Junaid War

Editors

Email

mediaadvisor@bgsbu.ac.in



Salient Achivements by BGSBU under 
the dynamic leadership of 
Hon’ble Vice Chancellor Prof. Akbar Masood.

Administrative Initiatives

1. Started Admission process for the academic 
session 2021 in July with  massive reduction in fee 
structure (up to 50% in some course).

2. Streamlined administrative discipline in the 
workplace. The teaching & non-teaching staff in the 
University to ensure a minimum of 9 am to 5 Pm 
presence in the workplace.
 
3. Streamlined and refurbished IQAC and NIRF to 
improve accreditation and Ranking of the University.   

4. Created International Students Cell for 
International students.

5. Initiated phase-wise resumption of offline classes 
on March 8, 2021 providing on-campus Mess facility 
adhering strictly to Covid-19 prevention guidelines. 
Opened Gym facility for students and staff.
 
6. Re-initiated much needed steps to expedite long 
overdue Career Advancement Promotions for 
teachers to do away despondency.  

7. On spot assessment of strength and weaknesses 
of all teaching Departments, Administrative blocks, 
Central Library, Students Amenity Centre, Students 
Hall of Residence, University In-House Shopping 
Complex, Bank, Post Office and Cafeteria to devise 
plans to make them state-of- the-art Units of 
excellence.

 
8. Prepared an exhaustive plan to secure the peripheral 
boundary of the University to prevent illegal incursions 
and land encroachment by unscrupulous elements.
 
9.  Streamlined and renovated Guest House facilities at 
Jammu & Rajouri

10.Constituted Committee of experts to devise centrally 
monitored Online Students Feedback System for 
objective appraisal of teaching faculty performance.

11.  Put in place the practice of adherence to hierarchical 
framework.

12.Appointed Coordinators for Independent 
Departments such as Urdu, Islamic Studies, Civil 
Engineering and Biotechnology and to streamline 
Departments.

13. Streamlined the file disposal system with provisions 
of fixing individual accountability for undue delay.  

I4. Initiated efforts to repair / renovate the University 
Residential accommodation to make the in-campus 
living cosy and comfortably. Also waved off 
accommodation maintenance changes from all the 
residents which were being levied so far. 

15. Revamped and overhauled the existing Campus 
water supply from ground zero base at Rajouri tower to 
campus through 6 KM long pipeline with reroute 
pumping sub stations. An alternative robust campus 
water supply proposal has been submitted through Jal 
Shakti Department.  
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16. Evolved Grievances Redressal System for timely 
disposal of student’s grievances through 
concerned University offices. Consequently, 
BGSBU has the distinction of showing “Nil” or 
minimum pendency on most of Grievance Portals.  

17. Released long pending Hardship allowance to 
the employees

18. Delegation of financial powers up to Rs 25,000 
to Registrar and Controller of Examinations. 

19. Delegated the financial autonomy to the tune of 
Rs. 20,000/- to all the Principal Investigators of 
Extramural research projects to ensure its smooth 
functioning. 

20. The University has advertised the positions of 
regular Registrar, Controller of Examination and 
Medical Officer of the University.

21. Created ‘Recruitment Cell’ for facilitating the 
expeditious recruitment process for various vacant 
positions

22. The University has initiated the process of 
conducting ‘Regular Administrative Audit’ to 
streamline the Administrative expediency. 

Academic Achivements

     Extramural Research Projects sanctioned by various national and 
     international R&D agencies. 

During the last one year the university has got 21 Extramural Projects worth Rs.5.27 crores which 

is a significant achievement by any University of BGSBU magnitude. It is noteworthy that the BGSB 

University is the only institution amongst all the J&K institutions to have been been sanctioned the 

prestigious FIST Grant by the Department of Science & technology, Govt. of India. Also, BGSBU is 

the only non-clinical institution to have been sanctioned a Network Mission Project on ‘Paediatrics 

Rare Disorders’   where the institution’s own share of grant is to the tune of 1.11 crores.

     Total number of Publications in high impact factor journals/Books/Chapter 
     in books. 

The academic worth of any academic institution is gauged by the number of publications in 

reputed journals. It is a matter of pride that the faculty of BGSBU has published a total of 429 
research papers in high impact factor journals, often as high as 17 impact factor including, 03 
Books and 14 Book Chapters.

     Total number of Webinars/ Workshops/FDPs 

BGSBU has the unique distinction of organising a maximum number of 

webinars to the tune of 110 encompassing various disciplines of Sciences, 

Social-Sciences, Arts, Languages and Engineering inviting eminent speakers 

from all over the globe. This has given a wider visibility of the institution all 

across the country and abroad.   In addition, the University has conducted 8 
Workshops and 5 FDPs on a hybrid mode.

      University Ranking
The University has been consistently competing in various Ranking Assessment Agencies such 

as NIRF, QS Ranking, Times group Ranking, India today Ranking, UniRank group Ranking etc. 

BGSBU has achieved 35th rank in India Today Ranking and 3rd rank in UniRank amongst all 

J&K institutions. 

     Strict adherence to academic calendar despite Covid-19 pandemic

BGSBU, despite repeated pandemic interruptions resulting in either partial or   often complete 

shutdown of the institution for an extended period, has been able to follow its academic calendar 

with precision and regularity. 

     Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) with other prestigious institutions 
      for  collaborative research programmes

The University has been making consistent efforts to enter into MoUs with different Universities/ 

Institutes and Research Centres. Recently, the University has signed MOU with CISR, IIM Jammu,  
India -Japan Cooperative science programme DST,  SKAUST-Kashmir and Central 
University Punjab for collaborative research programmes.

    Total ‘Online Student’s Feedback’ has been put in place.

    The University has initiated the process of conducting Regular Academic 
     Audit to assess the academic performance of each teaching faculty.   

    Historic step initiated by BGSBU to slash the fee to the tune of 50% in most 
     of the academic programmes in order to make education more affordable and also 
      accessible to all particularly those belonging to weaker sections of the society. 

      As an initiative for women empowerment, the University has granted 50% 
      tuition fee waiver for top two girls rank holders based on the admission merit 
      list in all the postgraduate programmes. As a result of this initiative, about 40 girls 
      during each academic session shall be benefited.
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Substantial increase in gross student Enrolment in almost all academic 
programmes particularly that of the University Polytechnic:

Establishment of Centre for Gojri, Pahari and Kashmiri languages as measure
to conserve and promote the growth and the development of native 
 regional languages. 

It is a happy augury that following a drastic reduction in fee, there was considerable increase 

in the student enrolment which resulted in the increase of the University exchequer to allay all 

fears of possible income loss due to considerable fee reduction. It is worth mentioning that in 

University Polytehnic, the number rose from a meagre 28 to 125. 

The University has recently established this Centre and has already submitted a 
comprehensive proposal to the Department of Tribal Affairs for the sanction of one 
Professor chair and other infrastructure facilities to facilitate the in-depth research in 
order to foster the growth of regional languages which, of late, are showing a dying 
trend. 

Decentralization initiatives in compliance to the guidelines of NEP-2020

University has taken the initiative to decentralize and delegate more powers to the respective Deans 

and the HoDs in order to carry out independently various important activities such as the conduct of 

examinations, recruitment process of contractual teaching faculties and holding of their own 

respective entrance tests for admissions to various PG as well as research programmes.

Refurbishing of Training and Placement Cell

Placement is an important hallmark to assess the academic excellence of an institution. University is 

making concerted e�orts to hire the services of competent professionals to boost the placement 

drive of the institution. Recently, 11 of our students have been recruited by a single   recruitment 

agency with reasonably good pay package. As a matter of pride, the University achieved 100% 

placement for the 1st batch of B.Sc. Nursing students.

Augmentation of Sports facilities / Activities

Recently, the University has established Yoga Centre for girls and has augmented the 

infrastructure of the existing Fitness Centre such as providing motorized treadmills, provisions 

of new indoor facilities such as Table Tennis, Chess, Carom etc.

   Establishment of Fitness and Yoga Centre for girl students

    Promotion of Sports Activities

The University has been encouraging the regular sports activities such as 

Inter and Intra Hostel tournaments in various games such as cricket, football, 

volleyball, badminton etc, participation in inter-University events. Recently, 

our Volleyball team participated in inter University tournament at 

Kurukshetra University.  The sportsmen are provided regular Sports Kits 

and the Captains are provided with University blazers. 

Establishment of dedicated Children Park with all its amenities

There was long felt need to have the Children park / Playground for the 

children of the staff which so far was woefully lacking. The University has, 

therefore, established a well-equipped Children Park with all its amenities to 

provide this much needed playground for the children.

The University has been taking green campus initiatives by keeping the 

Campus   polythene free, undertaking extensive planation drive and using 

battery operated vehicles for the transport of students within the campus to 
minimize carbon footprint

Green Campus Initiatives

In keeping with the Hon’ble Prime Minister’s favourite Swatch Bharat Abhyan 

(SBA) and the social service scheme rendered by NSS volunteers, the 

University carries out regular social activities towards the attainment of national 

policies.

Augmentation of activities under SBA and NSS

The University has a Health Centre which offers 24 hours medical care and facilities to its students and 

staff and even to the people of neighbouring areas. In order to further strengthen the existing facilities, 

the University has made an allocation of Rs.50,000 on recurring basis for the procurement off all 

essential and life saving medicines. Efforts are also on to procure the Auto Analysers for the instant 

testing for various health parameters such as CBC, RFT, LFT and TROP-I testing etc.

Health Initiatives

The University has launched three new academic programmes including
 MA Persian, MA    Hindi and MA Gojri and Pahari from the forthcoming 
academic session. The University has also launched an elective course 
on ' Culture and Traditions of Jammu and Kashmir '
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Awards and 
Distinctions

Young Scientist Award by INSA

Dr. Mohd Asgher, an Assistant Professor at 

Department of Botany, School of Biosciences and 

Biotechnology, Baba Ghulam Shah Badshah 

University, Rajouri (JK) has been awarded Young 

Scientist Medal for 2021 by the Indian National 

Science Academy (INSA) New Delhi. Dr. Mohd

Asgher has been awarded for his outstanding work 

on the role of heavy metals and signaling molecules 

in plant physiology using cultivated and medicinal 

species. In particular, his research on ethylene 

optimization using sulphur supplementation for 

augmenting photosynthesis and growth under 

cadmium stress can be used for developing heavy 

metal tolerant crop plants. Since 1974, INSA annually 

presents the Young Scientist Award to distinguish 

young scientists who have made notable research 

contributions in science and technology. The INSA 

Young Scientists Award is considered to be the 

highest recognition of promise, creativity and 

excellence in a young scientist

JKST& IC  Research Grant

Four Faculty members of Baba Ghulam Shah 

Badshah University Rajouri have been sanctioned 

for individual research projects with a total outlay of 

28.13 lacs from Jammu and Kashmir Science & 

Technology and Innovation council, Department of 

Science & Technology, Govt.of Jammu and Kashmir 

under Capex budget scheme “Sponsor Research & 

Extension Programme’’. The four faculty members 

who have received the research grant included Dr. 

Mohd. Hanief, Assistant Professor, Department of 

Botany, Dr. Tasleem Arif Jan, Assistant professor , 

Department of Botany, Dr. Manmeet Singh, 

Department of Information Technology Engineering 

and Dr. Feroz Ahmed Mir, Assistant Professor, 

Department of

Physics
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Global AD Scientific Index-2021

Six scientists including faculty members of Baba

Ghulam Shah Badshah University Rajouri (BGSBU)

figure in the list of Global AD (Alper-Doger) Scientific

Index 2021. The ranking is based on the total and last

5 years’ values of the i10 index, h-index, and citation

scores in Google Scholar. In other words, the “AD

Scientific Index” provides both the academic 

ranking and analysis results. The six scientists 

including faculty members of BGSBU who have 

been figured in the global list of scientists included 

Dr. Arif Tasleem Jan, Assistant Professor, 

Department of Botany, Dr. Feroz Ahmad Mir, 

Assistant professor, Department of physics, Dr. 

Shreekar Pant, Environmental Sciences, Dr. Rakeeb 

Ahmed Mir, Department of Biotechnology, Dr. 

Tanvver ul Hasan Dar, Assistant professor, 

Department of Biotechnology and Dr. Ramesh

Pandita, Library Sciences.

Research grant of 1.11 crore

Baba Ghulam Shah Badshah University, Rajouri will

be a participating institute in 'Mission Program on Rare 

Genetic Disorders'. Dr. Raja Amir Hassan Kuchay, 

Assistant Professor of Biotechnology at BGSBU has been 

selected as one of principal investigators in this mission 

programme. The apex committee of DBT, New Delhi has 

approved this proposal with a proposed budget of about 

one crore and eleven lacs for BGSBU.

The mission program is being coordinated by Centre for 

DNA Fingerprinting (CDFD), Hydrabad with institutes like 

AIIMS, New Delhi being a part of it. This mission will 

provide impetus to better understanding of rare genetic 

disorders in India. Genetic testing for rare disorders is 

almost negligible in areas adjoining Pir Panchal 

(especially the tribal communities) and this proposal is 

expected to be very beneficial for regions of

Rajouri and Poonch.

UT level tribal Award

Dr. Anjum Awan , Assistant Professor, Department of

Islamic Studies, received UT level Tribal Award

conferred by the Department of Tribal Affairs, J&K 

for his seminal contribution in Gojri literature. n 

literature Dr. Rafique Anjum has authored more than 

30 books including, first ever History of Gojri 

Literature in 10 volumes, Gojri-English-Urdu 

dictionary, Gojri Grammar, Gojri Kahwat Kosh & 

Banjara, a treatise on life and works Indo-Pak Gojri 

writers.
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Silver Medal, India Skills Regionals

Syed Vikas Shabir, Student, Department of 
Computer Science and Engineering, SoET won 
Silver medal in Web Technologies at India Skills 
Regionals North 2021 and later represented J&K at 
India Skills Nationals 2021.  IndiaSkills Competition is 
organised by National Skill Development 
Corporation (NSDC), IndiaSkills, the country’s 
biggest skill competition, is designed to 
demonstrate the highest standards of skilling and 
offers a platform to young people to showcase their 
talent at national and international levels. 
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Education for 
Liberation
Dr. Vinay Sharma1 and Dr. Shachi Sood2

Dr. B. R Ambedkar, a torchbearer of social 

reformation and reconstruction through uniform 

education for upgrading the downtrodden sections 

of the society and for establishing an egalitarian 

society, based on principles of justice, equality is 

called the founding father of Indian constitution. His 

significant contribution to the field of education is 

awe- inspiring to the new generations. He wanted to 

bring a radical change in structure, function and 

progress of the society through the sacred weapon 

of education. According to him, education is a 

movement. Thus, his first slogan to people was to 

educate, unite and struggle. As a universal 

spokesman of the voiceless, he ignited the minds of 

his fellowmen and inspired them to be educated, 

organized and agitated for regaining the dignity of 

life. To him, education is what makes a person 

fearless, teaches him the lesson of unity, makes him 

aware of his rights and inspires him to struggle for 

his rights. To him, true education cradles humanity, 

generates sources of livelihood, imparts wisdom 

and imbues us with equalitarianism. It is the true 

education which makes society alive. Education not 

only safeguards the interest of the humanity but also 

promotes qualities of justice, equality, fraternity, 

freedom, fearlessness and employability. The 

metaphysics of educational philosophy of 

Ambedkar implies that education becomes a 

process of growth and development- a process of

emancipation that seeks to development of an 

individual’s potential to the fullest extent, which is 

closely related to the qualitative functions of the 

society. Unless the innate propensities are expressed 

in actualities through the process of education, reality 

becomes misleading and a distant dream for social 

uplift and transformation. Whereas, the epistemology, 

particularly social epistemology he states about the 

moralization or socialization of the people in the 

context of the changes necessitated by the historical 

forces. The knowledge that fosters the well- 

integrated and well balanced expression of self as 

well as society by scientific reasoning and ensures

justice, equality among all is true and real. According 

to him, knowledge means light. The light should 

become the base of social, economic and moral 

development of man. The context is to be social. Thus, 

“take education, be united and to do the struggle” was 

the main principle of Ambedkar for social 

transformation and reformation. The axiology of

his educational philosophy also reveals a radical 

reform in existing value system in society. He was 

completely against the prevailing traditional value 

system, based on the principle of graded inequality. To 

him, value system is to be based on the principles of 

liberty, equality and justice. So he

postulated the transformation of the value system 

through real education. He was no doubt, an ardent 

advocate of annihilation of caste, only solution to give 

dignity to the people. To him, “It is not possible to 

break caste without annihilating the religious notions 

on which it, the caste system is founded”.

“Cultivation of mind should be the ultimate aim of human existence.” - Dr. B. R Ambedkar
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Caddisflies and their Role 
in Sustaining ecological diversity 
of Aquatic Ecosystems
Sajad Hussain Parey1, Tabaraq Ali2, Aquib Majeed3 and Zahid Hussain4 

Insects are key representatives of ecological 

biodiversity. A large percentage of insect species 

inhabit freshwater habitats such as swamps, ponds, 

lakes, springs, streams, and rivers. There are around 

8600 insect species found in freshwater habitats, 

divided into 12 orders and 150 families (K. Elango et 

al., 2021).They serve a crucial ecological role in the 

proper functioning of freshwater habitats. Due to 

their high abundance, high birth rate with a short 

generation period, vast biomass, and rapid 

colonization of freshwater habitat, aquatic insects 

are recognized as model species in assessing the 

structure and function of the freshwater ecosystem. 

Mayflies (Ephemeroptera), dragonflies (Odonata), 

and caddisflies are some of the well-known aquatic 

insects of inland wetlands (Trichoptera).Caddisflies 

are the most important category of aquatic insects 

that contribute significantly to ecosystem services. 

Trichoptera (caddisflies) are the holometabolous 

insect order with more known species than all other 

exclusively aquatic insect orders combined. The 

highest number and density are found in the Oriental 

Biogeographic Region, while the smallest are found 

in the East Palearctic.

Trichoptera as indicators of water pollution:
Because of the large and diversified population 
they represent, caddisflies have the legitimacy to 
be used as a water pollution indicator (Wiggins, 
1996). Caddisfly larvae prefer chilly, lotic habitats, 
although they may also live in warm, lentic ones. 

They are site-specific, and certain groups can adapt 
to harsher conditions. The accessible niche in the 
habitat can be used more efficiently because of 
these adjustments.
Caddisfly larvae are noted for building retreats, nets, 
and portable cases or tubes. These case-making 
activities are intertwined with their various roles in 
the environment. The cases not only provide a safe 
haven for the larvae but also aid them in capturing or 
obtaining food particles from the current via the 
nets. Portable cases allow the larvae to move from 
one location to another in search of food, and they 
also improve the effectiveness of the larvae's 
respiration by allowing them to create artificial 
current rather than relying on natural current 
(Wiggins, 1996). Caddisflies are frequently found to 
be more plentiful in species and biologically more 
heterogeneous in any given habitat. As a result of 
their adaptability to various habitats and 
case-making tendencies, caddisfly larvae have the 
potential to become one of the most dependable 
markers of water contamination (Dohet, 2002).
The inspection of water plays an important role in 
determining the number of benthic 
macroinvertebrate species in a population. The pH 
and DO level of a waterbody are crucial elements for 
determining the number of caddisflies present at a 
given location. Caddisfly density is negatively 
correlated with the alkalinity and hardness of the 
water. As a result, the lowest concentration of these 
characteristics may lead to an increase in species 
abundance (Dani Benchamin et al., 2020).
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Role in the improvement of aquatic ecosystems:
Caddisflies are an important part of a freshwater 
fish's diet.Trichoptera larvae are a food source for 
bottom-feeding fish in a variety of freshwater 
bodies. Trichoptera larvae and adults are 
occasionally eaten by predatory juvenile fishes. 
The macro caddisflies, which come in large 
numbers such as Limnephilidae and Phryganeidae 
species, are the most useful meal for the fishes. 
Caddisflies are a favorite diet of terrestrial and wild 
aquatic birds, as well as several mammals, 
especially when they flock together. When these 
insects are resting on trees and stones, 
amphibians like frogs and reptiles like snakes and 
lizards and mammals like bears feed on them 
(Hickin, 1967).
Caddisfly larvae perform a crucial part in keeping 
their aquatic environment clean. Caddisflies that 
make cases tear up plants for the creation of their 
cases, eliminating organic detritus from the 
habitats and niches they occupy indirectly. They 
eat practically any type of organic stuff found in 
water bodies, whether alive or dead. Herbivorous 
species eat only plants, whereas carnivorous 
species eat a variety of freshwater animals and 
engage in cannibalism within their own species 
(Wissinger et al., 2004).

Caddisflies in biomonitoring programs:
Living species in freshwater settings have acted as 

sentinels against water pollution, particularly 

organic contaminants, for many years.Toxicological 

assessments of selected model species' responses 

to varying amounts of various effluents, for example, 

have been the focus of controlled trials (Klaassen, 

2019). Changes in the populations or communities in 

rivers have been studied by other projects. Most 

commonly, changes in fish populations or 

communities, algae, especially macroinvertebrates, 

have been exploited (Barbour et al.). caddisflies, 

stoneflies (Plecoptera), and Mayflies 

(Ephemeroptera) have been proven to be less 

tolerant to organic and other types of 

pollution than other freshwater taxa, hence, 

changes in their abundance and diversity 

are frequently highlighted in freshwater 

biomonitoring programs.

Under the Principal Investigatorship of the first 

author of this article, Department of Zoology, Baba 

Ghulam Shah University Rajouri has received two 

important extra mural research grants to uncover the 

diversity of such an important group of Insects. One 

project with a total cost of Rs. 10 lac rupees has been 

sanctioned by University Grants Commission (UGC) 

in 2018 to work on Caddisflies of Pirpanjal range and 

to uncover their ecological and molecular diversity. 

Recently, another project with a total cost of Rs. 55 

lac has been sanctioned by Science and 

Engineering Research Board (SERB)-DST, New 

Delhi to uncover the morphological and molecular 

diversity of caddisflies of North- west Himalaya.

Insect Systematics and Research Laboratory of 

Department of Zoology harbors a huge collection of 

caddisflies and other insects for the extension and 

science exhibition purpose. Students of different 

departments of the University, Colleges and Schools 

often come to study and enrich their insect 

knowledge and their use in sustaining ecological 

diversity. Information on diversity of such insects 

must be brought under the notice of stakeholders, 

government organizations and general public for 

their Conservation and different management 

practices. 

Lastly we would like to quote the famous saying of E. 

O. Wilson “If all mankind were to disappear, the world 

would regenerate back to the rich state of 

equilibrium that existed ten thousand years ago. If 

insects were to vanish, the environment would 

collapse into chaos”. 
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Recounting My Travel Experience 
from BGSBU to Poonch

Dr. Sartaj Ahmad Sofi

The act of travel and the notion of tourism form the 

essential component of human life. Man has been 

fascinating to travel since times immemorial. 

Travelling to places of diversity viz. adventurous, 

monumental, cultural, religious and spiritual holds 

inbuilt cravings and attractions for one and all. As 

social beings, throughout the history, travelling to 

diverse destinations is one of the main activities of 

human beings on earth. Without travel and the 

notion of tourism, the smooth functioning of human 

life is unimagined. As a natural phenomenon, 

religions of the world are impregnated with the 

guiding principles and reservations of some 

obligatory duties during tourism, and even with 

describing the rights of tourists/wayfarers. Islam, 

which forms the second largest religion of the world 

after Christianity, too encourages its adherents to 

tourism.

In order to come out from the routine academic 

activities within the campus, a band of faculty 

members &amp; Research Scholars of the 

Department of Islamic Studies viz. Dr. Naseem Gul, 

Dr. Sartaj Ahmad Sofi, Dr. Muheeb Ahad, Dr. Mohd 

Yunus Kumar, Mr. Habib Bilal, Baba Ghulam Shah 

Badshah University Rajouri visited diverse 

destinations of Poonch, Jammu &amp; Kashmir, 

India for spending their holidays. A three days trip 

from BGSBU to Poonch took place from morning 14 

th of May to evening of 16 th of May, 2022. We 

departed from the university almost 09: 00 am and 

reached to Shri Krishan Chander Govt. Degree

College Poonch at  01:00 PM.

The principal of the college, Prof. Musarraf Hussain 
Shah has warmly welcomed and provided us lunch 
there. He also assured for all possible mutual ties in
future. Being a humble person and great 
academician, he actually made our trip a memorable
trip. From there, Dr. Fayaz Ahmad (Asst. Prof. Political 
Science) accompanied us. We get an opportunity to 
offer Zuhr Payer at Jamia Masjid Sheriff Markazi 
Eidgah Poonch—a beauty mosque under 
construction, which lies on the opposite side of 
Markazi Eidgah. From here, we proceed towards a 
prominent shrine of one of the famous Sufis of 
Poonch province called Sain Miran Baksh which lays 
on the top of the mountain some 5oo mtrs away from 
the Line of actual Control (LOC) called Guntrian. 
However, the visitation of the shrine directed our
attention towards what are called in tourism 
terminology as “Shrine Tourism and, Cross Border 
Tourism”. These two kinds of tourism are essentially 
discussed in everywhere but for the promotion of 
peace and co-existence. These kinds of tourism are 
frequently visible in Poonch, as we observed while 
encountering such destinations here and there. We 
spent a good amount of time in the shrine of Sain 
Miran Baksh and offered Asr prayer there in the
mosque attached to the shrine. The shrine is one of 
the pilgrim destinations of Poonch for not only the 
Muslim visitors but for the non-Muslim tourists as 
well. The structure of the shrine is so beautiful that it 
attracts visitors’ heart and mind. From there, we 
proceed towards Mandi, Loran—one of the beautiful 
areas of Poonch. This area is highly famous for the 
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We proceeded for trekking towards Nandichool in 

the morning almost 10:45 AM on 15 th of May, 2022 

and reached their 01:10 PM, after walking more than 

two hours by foot. The trekking from Sultan Pathri to 

Nandichool is though somewhat difficult but very 

attractive and full of aesthetic grandeur. We observe 

the business of the place, visited by the travellers 

with great enthusiasm and fervor. We spent a good

amount of time there having with tea and lunch. It 

reminds the Kashmir Valley’s famous waterfall at 

Aharbal Shopian. Though there is a visible 

difference between the two, but the climate and the 

atmosphere looks alike. We returned in the late 

evening from there and came to pay homage to the 

famous Sufi saint who is popularly known as Sain 

Illahi Baksh on his death anniversary at Batalkot, 

Loran, Poonch and offered Magrib Prayer there at 

the Mosque and returned back in the same hut. In 

Morning, on 16 th of May, 2002, on the third day, we

proceed towards Mandi and reached a place called 

Sawjian Valley. The magnetic and most scenic 

destination is located on the opposite side of the 

Gulmarg. The climate and other geographical 

conditions of both the destinations resembles with 

each other. It lies at 36 Kms. away in the north of 

Poonch town and is also nearer to the line of actual 

control (LIC). The valley comprises of Gagrian, 

Narrian, Rangwar, Gali Madan, Kopra etc. it connects 

Kashmir (Gulmarg or Tangmarg) as a shortest route. 

Here again, we discussed on advantages and 

disadvantages of barriers between the countries 

and the necessity of cross border tourism. We 

departed from the place and returned back to 

BGSBU at night.The three day trip was actually the 

amalgam of pilgrim cum adventurous. Besides the

distinctive bordered barracks lies in the Line of 

Actual Control, We encountered diverse 

destinations of poonch which are highly 

adventurous in nature and the destinations of purely

religio-cultural in natrure. To call, this tourism activity 

as religio-cultural tourism is in no way an 

exaggeration. The most important thing, during the 

whole travel, remains intact with us is the strict 

adherence of the Islamic stipulations.

Although, the tourism development authority has 
taken certain initiatives to develop some particular 
places but the developmental aspect is still in its
immature stage. It needs dedication and sincerity 
along with the touristic taste to mature the
developmental work of Pir Panjal particularly the 
Poonch valley. Moreover, the tourism industry has 
the potential to create conducive atmosphere even 
among the rivals. To promote cultural and cross 
border tourism will surely bring consequent 
changes and will reduce the border tensions. We 
were somewhat familiarized with the rural culture of
the remote areas of Poonch along with the love of 
the people, the imprints of which are still live in our 
minds and hearts. To promote rural tourism in terms 
of religio-Cultural and Cross Border means to 
promote peace, harmony and pluralism—which is 
highly essential for the welfare of the humanity.

Indeed, the Poonch valley is very fertile in 
terms of the tourism, but the only thing is 
to
promote it on glocal and global fronts. 
The primarily responsibility lies on the 
stakeholders. This, as per my 
experience, may be the top most 
destinations of the Pir Panjal Valley, if 
developed and promoted fully.

Although, the tourism development authority has 
taken certain initiatives to develop some particular 
places but the developmental aspect is still in its
immature stage. It needs dedication and sincerity 
along with the touristic taste to mature the
developmental work of Pir Panjal particularly the 
Poonch valley. Moreover, the tourism industry has 
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Save the Environment
Umar Bashir

We all are very savvy about this truth that living in the 

natural world comprises of breathing taking 

mountains , resounding rivers , lush green forests , 

pluffing clouds and what not . These all assets of 

Environment are providing their services at their 

best . And thus makes the world entirely civilized , 

sustained , tabloid and equitable for all biotic things . 

The services which these assets are providing ; air 

for breath , material for sustainence , energy for 

power , food for eat and water for drink. But it seems 

, man's lap of greedy is not filled and thus with the 

going ages and time , the whole world take this for 

granted and start to spoil it grievely by unusual 

interactions with the nature , it really gives upheavals, 

hurdles & thus starts to react in baneful way. 

In the Present times , whole world is in war with 

different environmental issues like deforestation , 

global warming , depletion of ground water , 

industrialization and most importantly the climate 

change. These issues not only knelled down whole 

world but also injured every dimension very grievely 

, and thus took world at that point , where it is facing 

problems in using any asset. Today's civilization is 

highly based on trade , industrialization , wealth , 

earnings and commerce. All these necessary things 

are highly contaminated by the unfortunate 

Environmental issues, thus gives a message for all 

humanity , take more obligation , more awareness 

and understanding of the environment and it's 

related issues, otherwise the days aren't far when 

whole world will be startling in getting environment 

services. The world is witnessing an exponential 

growth of the population and rapid increases in 

industrial manufacturing, production , cultivation, 

resources consumption, and pollution since the

Industrial Revolution, over the past 200 years. Whole 

world especially developed nations are using more 

resources and producing more waste and pollution 

than the natural Earth's replenishment and 

self-purification capacity. The Earth faces the 

“Anthropocene” and the huge impacts of human 

activities that have been driven many environment 

problems. Anthropogenic perturbation has resulted 

in unprecedented stresses on the only planet, 

leading to numerous ecological and environmental 

problems such as global warming, climatic change, 

deforestation, pollution , increased flooding and 

extreme drought events, biodiversity loss and 

massive emissions of spoilers. And wrecks the neck 

of getting clean and lucid services of ecosystem.

During the past 6 decades , although large human 

efforts have been devoted for the cause of 

environmental protection, but the ecosystem of 

earth continues to deteriorate at high speed .Human 

activities have significantly changed all ecosystems 

on the planet, and 60% of the ecosystem services 

(15 out of 24) have been degraded to unsustainable 

levels (Millennium Ecosystem Assessment, 2005). In 

the report of 2019 mentioned by Intergovernmental 

Science-Policy Platform on Biodiversity and 

Ecosystem Services (IPBES) explained that 78% (14 

out of 18) of the services that man obtain from 

natural ecosystems are rapidly depleting due to 

increased human activities such as land-use 

change, population growth, economic 

development, and technical progress (IPBES, 

2019).The great challenges of sustainable 

development highlight an urgent need to 

systematically understand the mechanisms linking 

humans and nature. 
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In order to get the suitable or solution goal , 

awareness and understanding should be promoted 

, taught , delivered at every height of society. 

Respective subjects bears all kinds of integrity in 

protecting and supporting the Environmental 

impacts , which is only planet for living. Global 

warming is the big issue , which Present world is 

combating. The results of this issue are uneven 

storms , frequent floods , unpredictable droughts 

and unpredictable temperature. These un warning 

things have created havocs and vandalism to the 

ecosystem. Thus to protect such disorders , 

Environmental sciences have  provided integrity 

approach towards the protection and sustainence 

of it's assets. 

One more issue , which is eating world from it's 

bottom is Climate change . The changing of weather 

conditions and it's impacts on the habitats & 

ecosystems is very much hard because neither 

living creatures nor its abiotic factors are in a position 

to with stand against such sudden changes. Thus 

with the changes in the ambience , it really Wrecks 

the assets of environment , which are baneful and 

noxious for whole life on the living planet. Studying is 

saying that , much area has become nuded , eroded 

, deserted because of this issue called Climate 

change. These not only  kill the living organisms but 

all suffocates the economy of the respective area 

and divelges it's GDP. 

Due to man's greedy urge and concept of getting 

more through industries , factories ; deforestation 

has been main result. This disturbed and 

fragmented the habitats of homes of many animals , 

those start to visit domestic places thus to harm is 

result of geniune. Forests are considered to be the 

kidneys of whole planet , so depletion of forests will 

disturb whole chain of body and thus will decrease 

carbon cycle and sequestration areas. 

of such issues , which sprout because of the unusual 

interactions between man and Environment. These 

issues more notable and highly Injurious in the 

present era , so to make a good Impact on its 

balance and harmony , Environmental sciences is 

the basic , fundamental need to be at every hand of 

society. Because this not only aware you but also 

gives solutions of related issues. Man and 

ecosystems have become more integrated and 

complex system with a high degree of uncertainty 

and multilayer nested characteristics , due to such 

issues. To solve these issues in coupled interaction 

man has to adopt such integration with natural 

systems, which gives a balanced approach While 

any interaction & then it becomes necessary to 

further enhance interdisciplinary and 

transdisciplinary integration to accurately 

characterize the coupling relationship between 

human activities and the natural environment using 

new methods from the social sciences.

 So to Protect our community , ecosystem and then 

balance the approaches of Environment and man , 

man must have to opt such doctrine , discipline , 

subject , ways and amalgam of provision by heart , 

which will guide him towards sustainable goal and 

that is Environmental sciences. It is obligation on all 

us ,to follow it's disciplines and assessments of 

approaching

There are thousands of such issues , which 

sprout because of the unusual interactions 

between man and Environment. These issues 

more notable and highly Injurious in the 

present era , so to make a good Impact on its 

balance and harmony ,There are thousands 
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Neglected Heritage amid 
the Hills-Dhergarh Village

Tazeem Akhter

The February chill was evident. The tea at the lake 

side kiosk was refreshing after almost two hours of 

early morning journey. The slurps provided much 

needed warmth. During the not-too-smooth ride, we 

had watched the intoxicating sickle shaped moon 

giving way to a huge crimson shaded ball, burning 

and spreading its light. Overlooking the Mansar 

Lake, a tourist heaven, 54 km east of Jammu, many 

hills that rarely qualifies to be called mountains, too 

appealed. All we could do was trekking the jagged 

peaks so as not to let them down.

Leaving the lake to soak in sun’s balmy rays, we 

turned left in a robust attempt to explore the 

unknown lands and hoping to return there by 

afternoon. Little had we trekked that a local gal at 

Jasor, asked us not to proceed, saying it will be 

worth nothing. That failed to detriment our energy 

levels though. We walked on, asking for routes from 

the local aunts (the men were away at work), who 

were welcoming enough to offer us tea (which we 

had to politely decline) and who cheerfully posed for 

a quick group shot, along with their children. Some 

even left their hardy chores for a warm tete-a-tete. 

An aunt, when was asked about the nearest 

possible route to a far away ridge, refused to even 

agree that we could reach.

Soon, habitations were left behind. Just the hint of 

trails guided us. Every hillock fetched us with a 

spectacular view of the lake, far away. The farther we 

traversed, the better overview greeted us. And then 

it disappeared behind layers of hills. With the bright 

sun overhead, walking past uninhibited 

not-too-steep heights with sparse pine trees and 

rarely with a lonely house perched upon, our robust 

energy shivered when the ridges seemed to conspire 

to multiply, one after another. That aunt’s limit had 

been crossed. Telling her wasn’t practically possible 

that day as we had decided not to trek back but keep 

plodding on, till we reach a road, the only way we 

could escape from the beautiful maze of hills. The 

most adventurous part was climbing a huge rock of a 

very steep gradient, with little steps dug out.

The surrounding hills were spectacular. We hardly had 

two five-minutes break that the sight of a village on a 

flattening hill boosted our morale. Evidently, there 

were many ridges between but happy with the 

possibility of a road connectivity kept our spirits high. 

Compensated by the powerfully stunning place, the 

hard trek kept us engrossed till the sudden and scary 

barks of a canine frightened us like anything. Loyal to 

its masters, it was guarding a cow barn, in the outskirts 

of that very village. In no time, a woman in her late 

twenties turned out. On being asked about the road, 

her expression staggered our hopes. We were still 

three hours away from the nearest road. Left with no 

option but to keep walking, we decided not to let go 

off the thrill.

 Walking past the cleanly swept mudded floor houses 

of Dhergarh village, we were taken aback on seeing a 

Maruti parked right in front of Government Primary 

School. There were traces of a road, a constricted one. 

What we saw next mesmerized us wholly solely. An 

ancient entrance monument that was least expected 
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to be there. A look around and there across a deep gorge, 

another similar structure, in a more dilapidated condition took us 

by surprise. We were all praises for the architectural style, the 

arches, the domes, the habitants of non-existent door, and the 

slabs. We gasped for breath as our eyes swept the entire thing. It 

was huge, and it was beautiful.

 A double storied structure, constructed in Persian architectural 

style- we had just collectively agreed it that our eyes fell on the 

Quranic verses engraved on the slabs. The frozen corners of 

brain were knocked at, yet couldn’t get any clue of a Muslim ruler 

in Jammu region. Nor did it exist in any historical record. We had 

never heard about it. Climbing the first storey almost rendered us 

to tears. It was being used a store house for ‘grass’ to be fed to 

cattle. Where’s the government slumbering? We couldn’t help.

Time was running out. We paced our steps, thinking about that 

beautiful structure, and hoping to bring it to limelight. Descending 

downhill as per the traces of a path on a majesty rock was a lot 

easier and thrilling. The opposite rock and that structure were no 

less than the mirror images of each other. As we reached the feet 

of that hill, there was no path but the river route doubling as the 

pathway as well. That Maruti wheezed past us. A lot of crossings ; 

optimism was at its peak but the fear of flash floods being too 

common, aggravated by the dark gray sky and huge rocks was 

nibbling the toes.

 Walking with no stop for two complete hours, moving past 

Dungan, Nedi, Chakma and Sarain village, our fear evaporated in 

thin air when we saw locals traversing too, few cars and bikes 

flaunting their royal being while we thumped on our feet. The 

bone tickling part was when we asked a tractor driver about how 

far the road was and his “one kilometre” turned out to be at least 

“ten kilometres”, taking a toll on our feet.

Finally, the view of a bridge hinted of a nearby road. We had 

reached Nad, a hamlet in Vijaypur Tehsil of Samba district. 

Thankfully, we had an ample time with us, to reach Jammu by 

evening. Hyphenating 

the journey with tea at the roadside stall, we left hoping to bring 

that monument on a tourist map. Well deserved sleep after 

almost seven hours of trekking and four hours of a journey by bus 

was clear yet the sight of that ramshacked structure took away all 

the sleep. And we write with a purpose, hoping to know about 

that unknown monument, that if developed can be a major tourist 

attraction. Anyone listening?
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I want to die
I was an orphan, adopted

Bought up to serve humanity

I was happy to be in the company

who heal the sores, serve selflessly

I was fed with stuff varied

Moments uncountable

Some gave pain, some joy

Some moments were funny

Others a lesson,

I had varied feelings,

Some gave me pain, some joy

Some fun, I bore them away

Why did I?

I was taught to be selfless.

I carried the burden of ages

Imprints made on varied pages

Brown, grey, white and Bible paper too.

I was burdened by agonising stuff,

My back bent low, I fell weak

Miserable, had to stand,

But I did, Why did I?

I thought those who adopted me were intelligent

They will understand me, feel me

And use me to better this world,

I was wrong,

I have been caged, in small shelves

Between beautiful cover hard and paper back,

I rust there, and no body bothers,

I preserved WWI, why? I liked!

Nay! I despised, I preserved for you!

I bore the burden of millions of dead bodies for you,

I preserved the pain of bullet, the shrieks of children,

The silence of widow, the tears of mothers, the

Sacrifices of humans,

It pained me I bore the pain, Why?

I thought, these will be a lesson, and

Humans will tremble at the name of war.

They didn’t.

They burdened me further with WWII.

I carried the burden.

They never stopped

Wars in 50s, wars in 60s,

Wars in 80’s wars in 90s.

The Afghan, The Iraq, The Syria

Yeman and Ukraine,

I can’t bear this now.

I can’t bear it for those who are insensible

I think I am useless,

Leave me alone!

Don’t foster me!

I want to die.

Tanvir Ahmed
Assistant Professor, Department of English
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Women Entrepreneurship:
Making a Change
Faisal Faheem

The human history being dominated by politics, power 

and conspiracies, fails to explain or showcase the role of 

women in sculpting the civilizations and fostering human 

growth. With the manifestation of the ideas like women 

empowerment, women have experienced more 

importance and freedom across globe. Women are 

playing well in almost every sphere of life. For global as 

well as national economies, women have proved to be 

more vital than men are. Women are essential to a 

country's progress and prosperity. When 50% of the 

population is female, the status of women in society is 

important. In the words of Napoleon “Give us good 

women, we will have a great civilization, Give us good 

mothers, we will have great Nation.’’ Women play a critical 

role in a family's long-term growth and quality of life. Wife, 

leader, administrator, controller of family income, and 

mother are the various roles that women play in the family. 

The present education and economic life have 

increasingly compelled women to leave the confines of 

the family circle and work side by side for the betterment 

of society with men. Women were not linked traditionally 

with economic activity, management, or ownership of 

businesses, with a few exceptions but with changing time, 

there has been a paradigm shift in the situation in the 

recent past and now. Women in India are free to engage in 

a wide range of economic activities and enter into any 

areas they like. Women are strong enough to compete 

and carve out a space for themselves in all fields of 

business and life, as they are role models for others. 

Furthermore, women have supported society's progress 

and shaped the destiny of nations. Women have an 

important role in several industries in the increasingly 

complicated socio-economic landscape. They are not 

any longeonly harbingers of peace but are establishing 

themselves as a source of strength and a symbol of 

development. Without proper investment in the 

enhancement of women's capacities, no nation can 

achieve its full potential. Women's empowerment facilities 

are critical for the long-term progress of the nation. In the 

words of Pandit Jawarlal Nehru, “When Women move 

forward the family moves, the village move and the Nation 

moves”. India is witnessing a shift in terms of women 

entrepreneurs in this golden age of globalization, 

digitization, and start-up booms. Women entrepreneurs 

nowadays come from all walks of life and all corners of the 

country, not only from established business or the 

higher-income sectors of the community. During the last 

decade, women entrepreneurs have recognized as a key 

unexplored determinant of economic development. 

Women entrepreneurs generate new jobs for themselves 

and others by offering unique management services. In 

today's Indian context, as India is transforming into an 

economic powerhouse, the recent global financial crisis has 

had an influence on thinking of women as they have realized 

the necessity to earn more. In carrying out any commercial 

activity or executing any entrepreneurial effort, women 

encounter several challenges. As entrepreneurs, women 

confront a variety of socioeconomic and other issues since 

they are not look upon similarly to males owing to societal 

and cultural conventions. Because of the significant 

changes in the modern world, there has been a growing 

trend in the number of women-owned businesses in recent 

India. In today's economic environment, women make up a 

sizable portion of the workforce. Women have noted to be 

excellent entrepreneurs because they can maintain a 

work-life balance. These elements may differ from one 

location to the next and from one firm to the next, but 

women's entrepreneurship is critical for the success of 

every economy, large or small. In Jammu and Kashmir like 

other states of India, now women taking active participation 

in business activities despite of more cultural and religious 

boundaries. With the increase in literacy rate of women and 

increase in unemployment motivated the women to think 

new and creative in ways of earning. This is the result that 

day-by-day women in Jammu and Kashmir are indulging in 

entrepreneurial activities and are doing well.
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The university celebrated all the important National Days such as Independence Day, Republic day, Constitution Day, 

Voters day and religious festivals such as Diwali, Holi, Lohri, Eid, Christmas and other regional and national festivals 

with gaiety and fervour to instil the feeling of Nationalism and religious brotherhood. On the occasion of 

Independence Day, republic day and Diwali different building of the University including the residence of the Vice 

Chancellor was illuminated with multi coloured lights.

Celebration of National Days and Multi Religious Festivals

Prof. Akbar Masood released Compendium on Azadi ka Amrit Mahotsav Activities

In keeping with the clarion call of the Hon’ble Prime Minister Shri Narendra Modi, the 

University has organised nearly 200 events of the different nature and varied themes to 

commemorate the Azadi ka Amrit Mahotsav. A compendium based on the above events 

has been presented to the Hon’ble Lieutenant Governor of Jammu and Kashmir. 

Vice Chancellor Baba Ghulam Shah Badshah University Rajouri, Prof. Akbar Masood 

released a compendium on Azadi ka Amrit Mahotsav Activities organised at Baba Ghulam 

Shah Badshah University.On the occasion, The Vice Chancellor said, “As we celebrate the 

75 glorious years of India’s independence, Azadi ka Amrit Mahotsav is an initiative of the 

Government of India to celebrate and commemorate 75 years of India’s Independence 

and its glorious history, people, culture and achievements”. Prof. Akbar Masood said that 

the Baba Ghulam Shah Badshah University has organized a series of events from March 

2021 till date and has planned weekly events till August 2022. These celebrations as part of 

Azadi Ka Amrut Mahotsav, witnessed wholehearted participation students, faculty and 

staff of the University. Prof. Akbar Masood said that he believes that Azadi Ka Amrit 

Mahotsav celebrations will ensure involvement of the young men and women in recalling 

the spirit of sacrifice and patriotism in the journey towards an Atma Nirbhar Bharat. The 

Vice Chancellor added that this compendium is an effort to document the celebratory 

spirit of these events. Dean Academic Affairs Prof Iqbal Parwez, Registrar Mohd Ishaq and 

Media Advisor Dr.Danish Iqbal were present on the occasion. 

Gala celebration of ‘Azadi Ka Amrit Mahotsav’ by organising large number of events to commemorate Azadi Ka Amrit Mahotsav’

Vice Chancellor Prof. Akbar Masood Celebrating Diwali With Staff at VC Residence.
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Glimpse of Cultural 
Activities In Campus
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Glimpse of Sports
and Physical Education 

In Campus
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Artwork By Students
on National Girl Child Day
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Media Hits
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